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Abstract
Aristotle claims that Empedocles took perception and knowledge to be the same; Theophrastus
follows Aristotle. The paper begins by examining why Aristotle and Theophrastus identify
thought/knowing with perception in Empedocles. I maintain that the extant fragments do
not support the assertion that Empedocles identifies or conftates sensation with thought or
cognition. Indeed, the evidence of the texts shows that Empedocles is careful to distinguish
them, and argues that to have genuine understanding one must not be rnisled into supposing
that sense perception is sufficient for knowledge. Nevertheless, sense perception is necessary
for human knowing.

In De Anima m.3 (427a15ff.) and in Metaphysics r.5 (1009b13ff.) Aristotle claims that

Empedocles took perception and knowledge to be the same; Theophrastus follows Aristotle.
Why would Aristotle and Theophrastus identify thoughtlknowing with perception in
Empedocles? Are they right about this? I shall argue that the extant fragments do not
support the assertion that Empedocles identifies or conflates sensation with thought or
cognition. Indeed, Empedocles is careful to distinguish them, and argues that to have
genuine understanding one must not be misled into supposing that sense perception is
sufficient for knowledge. Nevertheless, sense perception is necessary for human knowing.
I begin by making some distinctions that are implicit in the surviving fragments. Being aware of them can help us to explicate and to understand Empedocles' accounts of
sensation, perception, and thought, although I do not suppose that Empedocles himself
recognized them. 1 First, I limit the concepts of sensing and sensation to the mechanical
process that occurs in an organism when a sense organ is affected by the external world.
For Empedocles seeing in this sense occurs when the relevant effluences (whichever they
are) enter the pores of the eye, the organ of sight; hearing as sensing is the affecting "of the
cartilaginous part [... ] suspended in the ear" by the air "set in motion by the voice" (A93
and A86) and so on, mutatis mutandis, for the other senses. I use the terms perceiving and
perception to refer to the awareness of an organism that a sensing is occurring. Thus, if
effluences of fire and water enter the appropriate pores in my left eye, which admits the
effluences but is nevertheless blind, I can be said to sense but not to perceive. If my right
ear is deaf Ci. e. the nerves fall to connect properly with my brain), the ear drum can be
affected by sound waves (effluences) so that my ear is sensing but I do not perceive sound.
Usually, in most animals in good condition, there will be both sensing and perceiving;
yet, there may still be differences in range and acuity. The same motions of air can affect
1 Part ofthe difficulty is the wide-ranging meaning of otia06tveaOotl. See Anaxagoras Al17 [Aristotle]: desiderio

eas [plantasJ rrwveri dicunt, sentire quoque et tristari delectarique assenmt. "Semire" has the same wide range
of meanings~See, for example, the first note in Stratton's 1917 English translation of De Sensibus: ''The meaning
of the word ottaOTjal<; would be more accurately represented here by 'sensation and sense perception'; but this
is too cumbrous for frequent repetition. Nor have I found it possible to render ottaOTjal<; by any constant English
expression. According to need, it has been translated as 'sense' or 'sensation' or 'sense perception"'.
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both me and my dog (we both sense, i. e. the relevant parts in our ears are affected by
the motion), but his perception is more acute: I perceive nothing, but he leaps to his feet,
barking at the sound. 2 Finally, I use thinking to refer to cognitions of various kinds that all
involve intellectual states Gudging, believing, knowing, understanding, etc.). With these
distinctions in hand, we might begin to untangle Empedocles' claims about sensation,
perception and thought, and to answer the question why Aristotle, Theophrastus, and those
following them say that Empedocles equates sensation, perception, and thinking. (The
distinctions can also be useful for grasping what Empedocles means by saying that all
things can be affected by pleasure and pain.)
What we might think: of as a new consensus about Empedocles has been emerging
since the publication of the Strasbourg Papyrus (Martin & Primavesi 1999). While scholars
continue to disagree about the number of poems Empedocles wrote (and there are still sharp
dis agreements about the relations among the doctrines, and about the relations between
the cosmic and daimonic cycles), they now more readily recognize that we cannot classify
Empedocles' various doctrines as belonging exclusively either to physics or to religion.
Many have discarded the sharp division that dominated some Empedocles interpretation
in the 20th century that allowed only certain doctrines, such as the theory of elements
and the cosmological cycles to be scientific, while confining others to the religious side
of Empedocles' thought. Empedocles was equally serious about and committed 10 the
doctrines on each side (as it were). This means that Empedocles' views about understanding
and sensation should fit (in some sense) with both aspects of his thought. A striking example
of the overlap of doctrines is apparent in B23:
1totxl)·,).. waw
Imo fL T]~to~ ei5 1ie1iet.wu,
0\ ~' E1te\ oi5v fLtXpljlwat 1tOAU)(pOet. ~tXPfLet.xet. xepalv,
&pfLovl TI fLEl~et.~e ~& fLEV 1tAeW, IiAAet. 1i' EAtXaaW,
EX ~wv et1ieet. 1tocatv &Al jXtet. 1topauvouat,
1iiv1ipetX ~e x~l~o~! xet.\ &vepet.~ fj1iE juvet.ixet.~
OTjptX~ ~' otwvou~ ~e xet.\ u1iet.~oOpefLfLovet.~ tXOu~
xet.l ~! Oeou~ 1ioAtXet.lwvet.~ ~tfLnat ~epla~ou~'
oü~w fLT] a' &1ttX~Tj ~pevet. xet.wu~w IiAAoOev etvet.t
OVTj~WV, oaaet. je 1iTjAet. jejtXxet.aw lia1te~et., 1tTjjT]V,
&AA& ~opw~ ~et.u~' taOt, Oeou 1ttXpet. fLuOov &xouaet.~.
~~

1i'

()1t6~et.v jpet.~ee~ &vet.OT]fLet.~et.

&vepe~ &fL~\ ~exvTj~

Just as when painters adorn votive offerings men weH taught by cunning in their craft who when they take the many colored paints in their hands,
mixing in harmony more of these but less of those,
out of them make shapes resembling all things,
bringing into being trees and men and women
and beasts and birds and water-nourished fish
and long-lived gods best in honors.
So in this way do not let deception overcome your mind
[to think] there is any other sourcejor mortal things, as many as are
2 Compare to Theophrastus' report about Pannenides on perception by corpses (in De Sens. 1.4; 28A46): "A corpse
does not perceive (oÖx oclae&'voaeOCt) light, heat, and sound because it lacks fire but perceives (oclae&.voaeOCt) cold,
silence, and the other opposites."

